TRIM PIECES

F TRIM

FASCIA BASE TO SOFFIT

INSIDE CORNER CLOSURE

TOP CAP

4" MINI TOP CAP

GABLE DETAIL

4" MINI GABLE

EAVE DETAIL

4" EAVE

STYLE D EAVE

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 09
Detail Num: F1
Girth Num: 7.75"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 09
Detail Num: BS1
Girth Num: 6.875"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 09
Detail Num: BS1
Girth Num: 6.875"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 09
Detail Num: ICC
Girth Num: 3.125"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 04
Detail Num: MTC
Girth Num: 12.625"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 09
Detail Num: D1
Girth Num: 8.0"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: 4GD
Girth Num: 10.125"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: 4ED
Girth Num: 8.0"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: 4ED
Girth Num: 8.0"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: 4ED
Girth Num: 8.0"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: D1
Girth Num: 10.0"

Profile Code: FS1
Detail Code: 03
Detail Num: D1
Girth Num: 10.0"

Provide Roof Pitch

Provide Roof Pitch

Provide Roof Pitch

Provide Roof Pitch

Provide Roof Pitch

Provide Roof Pitch

*RF Girth=7.875"